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ABSTRACT   

Imaging of shallow waters using high resolution video imagery is described. Common to mono, stereo and trinocular 

imaging approaches from ground and airborne platforms is the need to validate the surface water wave field measurements, 

particularly the amplitude and specular reflectance of water surface small gravity waves. A technique for calibration and 

validation of water surface gravity wave field energy spectra is described. Results demonstrate the value of video imagery 

where water level staff gauges with approximately with 0.5 cm wave height accuracy are easily sensed using high 

definition videography. Essentially, a staff gauge placed in shallow water constructed from PVC materials with custom 

colored line coding are imaged at 30 H or high frame rates, followed by frame by frame analyses in order to detect the 

water level measured at 0.5 cm height intervals. The image based time series allow the development of shallow water 

gravity wave energy spectra using standard FFT analysis procedures. Spectral models based upon peak frequency, for 

example, are then used in a two dimensional water surface wave simulation model that generates radiative transfer based 

hyperspectral images of the water surface wave field. The simulated and observed water surface wave patch fields are 

compared by extracting vertical or horizontal transects within observed and simulated imagery. The approach allows one 

to developed spectral energy model probability distributions at low cost. The novel noncontact video sensing and image 

analysis methodology used to calibrate and validate shallow water gravity wave models yield a means for ultimately 

calculating bottom boundary velocities under measured or simulated wave fields. These boundary layer velocities can 

cause migration and horizontal particle fluxes (g cm-2 s-1), resuspension, settling, and increased turbidity during dredging 

operations, but not necessarily due to waterway dredging operations and activities.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Background 

 

Existing airborne, ship, in-situ and shoreline based sensing platforms using multispectral and hyperspectral sensing single 

and multi-sensors (stereo, trinocular) make observations at nadir and multiple angles. Existing airborne and satellite 

imagers such as MISR and AirMISR1, 2 are commonly known multi-angle imaging systems. Airborne point cloud stereo 

sensing3 as well as multi-angle spectral signatures4 are being used in operational earth remote sensing. The calculation of 

the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)5 and the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF)6 have been 

accomplished using airborne and satellite platforms as well as ground based multi-angle sensing platforms7 and from 

vessels8, 9. Existing airborne and future satellite missions with small ground sampling distances (GSD) such as AirSWOT 

and SWOT may provide unparalleled noncontact water surface wave imaging for small shallow water regions using Ka 

band sensing and interferometry10, 11. Bostater, et al.8, 9, 12, 13 have used not only twin airborne platforms, but also ground 

and fixed sensing platforms and related multi-angle goniometer systems to make BRDF and BRF based anisotropic factors. 

These factors are needed to correct multiangle sensor data in order to help characterize reflectance of the water surface, 

for example of weather oil on the water surface and in vegetative dysfunction monitoring.  
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To date, there is a paucity of reports regarding investigations of anisotropic factors for surface water gravity wave imaging 

using mono, stereo and trinocular sensing methods, however each of these later techniques require ground truth validation 

for calibration and development of spectral energy models of shallow water surface gravity wave fields. The methods 

described below describe videography using modern high definition cameras to sense the water surface small gravity wave 

field in a shallow water lagoon along the eastern Atlantic Ocean, near Melbourne, Florida as shown in Figure 1 below. 

2. TECHNIQUES & METHODS 

 
2.1 Video Sensing System for Spectral Water Wave Model Technique Development 

 

Figure 1. Location of the research area and in-situ video imaging of the water surface gravity wave field (left) located in the Space Coast 

Florida region (left) near a proposed dredging area. A water surface patch 4.5 m2 area in shallow water ( < 1 m depth) with in-situ staff 

gauges for capillary small gravity wave imaging, spectral water wave model research, water wave imaging model validation. 
 

As depicted above, in-situ staff gauges are deployed in shallow waters. A rectangular region bounds the an imaging area 

of interest where mono, stereo or trinocular measurements. During the measurements described below, stereo and mono 

video acquisition sequences were collected during 2014. The sensor systems were mounted on a rotatable goniometer type 

tripod for fixed or variable rotation. Each in-situ staff gauge is custom replicated and mounted (inserted) within the bottom 

sediments. The gauges are coated with a 2 color – 0.5 cm spacing horizontal line structure as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  (left) In-situ bottom mounted staff gauge with color coded lines (0.5 cm spacing) sensed at 30 HZ using dual video cameras 

with zoom & linear polarizer lens capability. A wave patch is imaged as depicted (center) using 2 time synchronized video cameras for 

bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) calculations. A dual video sensor configuration is also flown on a twin engine airborne platform 

depicted (right) with a hyperspectral imager (~2-5 cm GSD, 1034 pixel swath & 1024 bands) and a photogrammetric 9 inch frame 

camera with similar GSD for obtaining high resolution digitally scanned aerial images (~255 megapixels) of the water surface. 
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The steps to process an in-situ staff gauge video sequence of the surface gravity wave field is given below along with an 

example of the analysis of one video frame taken with a 30 HZ frame rate from one of the 4 staff gauges. Earlier research 

conducted regarding the imaging process demonstrated that the novel technique is nearly identical or independent of the 

channel (R,G,B) used from the high definition video camera that utilizes high sensitivity gain, low light level and xoomed 

focusing during a video sequence recording.  

Video sequence sensor recordings can be made with or without embedding the sound or an acoustic field sensor at or near 

the shallow water surface using the cameras (with or without external microphones). Research is underway to utilize the 

wind acoustic field to estimate the wind velocity and direction in shallow waters at or near the video cameras14, 15. 

 

Figure 3. Image analysis and procedures of video frames acquired from the staff gauge imaging is composed of 9 steps. An example 

analysis result (left) of a video frame image showing the obvious position (in pixels) of the water surface on the calibrated staff gauge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Example detrended video sequence collected at 30 HZ showing wave heights (wave amplitude) in cm for 1000 frames where 

each frame was analyzed using the technique described and shown above. Smoothed and original data using the 0.5 cm line calibration 

spacing are shown. 
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2.2 Bottom Boundary Layer Probes and Near Bottom Reflectance Targets 

 

The wave heights and power spectrums can be used for estimating the bottom boundary layer orbital velocities16 and 

vorticity dynamics responsible for resuspension of fluid mud or muck. This shear strain resuspension process causes 

changes in water depth and increased turbidity due to vertical and horizontal movement of the fluidized muck. 

Measurement of mass of this non-Newtonian material in terms of its fluidized movement (migration) in the bottom 

frictional layer due to small gravity waves is first achieved by using measurement probes along with subsurface imaging 

designed for horizontal and vertical flux (gm cm-2 sec-1) measurements. Reduction in the fluid mud mass flux (movement) 

is desirable in environmental quality related dredging.  

 

Figure 5 shows several probes developed for estimating the flux of the bottom sediment and fluidized mud (muck) in terms 

of gm cm-2 sec-1. The horizontal flux probes (top 4 images below) can be placed just above the water bottom and measure 

the horizontal particle flux in selected directions. The upper right images were taken when the probes were submerged. 

The flat panel probe is specially constructed so the edge areas trap and thus allow one to measure the flux at perpendicular 

flux directions. The inner white panel is specially constructed using a calibrated reflectance coating for subsurface 

hyperspectral imaging of the fluidized mud deposits upon the reflectance panel. The lower center and right images show 

upwards and downward probes for suspending at specified depths within a water column. All probes provide flux reported 

as wet and dry weight (gm cm-2 sec-1). Washing of the dried material using deionized water allows the measurements to 

be corrected for the presence of the water salt concentration during a deployment period. 
 

 

 

Figure 5. (upper) Horizontal bottom boundary layer fluid mud and floc particle probes used to measure the flux (movement) of near 

bottom material (g cm-2 sec-1) in shallow water aquatic environments. The white panel probe provides flux measurements in addition to 

hyperspectral imaging of the bottom material moving over the white calibrated bottom reflectance panel. Probes (lower center and 

right)) are also suspended in the water column for trapping settled and resuspended particle flux. 

 

The above probes provides a means to calibrate and validate the predicted mass flux due to shallow water small gravity 

waves upon water quality due to wave induced fluid mud migration and associated suspended or settled particles and 

estuarine flocs. These measurements are made in the vicinity of staff gauges. 
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2.3 Surface Water Gravity Wave Simulation and Modeling Methods 

 
Surface water gravity wave spectral model coefficients for shallow water environments such as Banana River and Indian River Lagoon 

obtained from the image processing of the video image sequences are used to calculate probability based waves model. The spectral 

models are then used as input to a FORTRAN 90 radiative transfer simulation program developed and described by Bostater, et al.17, 18, 

19. The spectral wave models are used to simulate the water surface gravity wave fields as shown below. 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Conceptual schematic (a) showing the FORTRAN 90 hyperspectral Monte Carlo model17,18,19 approach wherein numerically 

tagged photons enter a simulated water surface facet (b) obtained from simulating a shallow water small gravity wave field depicted in 

(c). Video images such as (d) are used to create the small gravity wave model coefficients. The gravity wave models are developed, 

calibrated and validated using the measured video imaging of a wave field patch. Figure (e) shows an example 2 dimensional wave 

slope facet field at nadir viewing geometry. Spectral gravity wave model coefficients can be adjusted to model uniform wave height 

fields as demonstrated in (f) and realistic random wave height fields as demonstrated in (c) depending upon the magnitude of the gravity 

wave model coefficients. These fields are used to validate significant wave height (Hs) characteristics between actual video and 

simulated wave patches described below.  

 

3. RESULTS 

 
3.1 Shallow Water Wave Model Coefficients for Banana River Location 

 

 Shallow water wave fields were simulated using the spectral wave models developed with 2 parameters that allow 

characterization of the wave height fields and wave facet field. The 2 parameter model fit to the spectral energy FFT in 

order that wave frequency can be used to simulate the wave height field. An example water surface height field with α = 

2.0 and β = 1.5  is shown in Figure 7(a) where the simulated wave patch is 4.5 m2 using 1024x1024 pixels, where each 

pixel on the height field for the slope facets are approx. 0.45 cm2.  The Significant wave height for this example image 

(Hs) is 0.44 m based upon extraction and analysis of transects from the simulated height field image. Thus, the image 

corresponds to a wave field patch similar to that shown in Figure 1. Figure 7(b) is an example of a 4.5 m2 wave patch 

simulation showing the 2D wave slope facets with spectral wave model coefficients of α = 4 and β = 2 
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Figure 7. Examples of model outputs. A rendered wave height field patch simulation (a) and an example wave facet field simulation 

showing rendered specular points from the two dimensional wave facet slope field (b) using a 2 parameter multivariable spectral wave 

model. 

 

The above wave fields were simulated using a Weibull based distribution as a simple model for mathical expression of an 

energy spectrum. The Weibull probability density function (PDF) and the conservation of probability ƒ(y) based 

cumulative density function (CDF) are expressed as: 

 

PDF - 𝑓(𝑦) = (
𝛽

𝛼𝛽) 𝑦𝛽−1 exp (− (
𝑦

𝛼
)

𝑏𝛽
)   𝑦 > 0   ,                          (3.1.1) 

 

                       CDF - 𝑓(𝑦) = 1 − exp (− (
𝑦

𝛼
)

𝛽
)   𝑦 > 0            ,                            (3.1.2) 

 

where 𝑎 is typically called scale parameters and 𝑏 is called the shape parameter. These parameters are estimated from 

video sequences of small gravity surface waves in the Indian River Lagoon (including the Banana River) where the 

parameters are mathematically and dimensionally expressed as a function of: significant wave height (Hs), fetch (£h
 ), 

shallow water depth (hw), wind direction (wd), wind speed (ws). The above formulations for a shallow spectral gravity 

wave models are explicitly two parameter models, but can be implicitly calculated as a function of the above variables 

through (a) carefully designed field experiments along transects in the Indian River Lagoon and Banana River shallow 

waters and (b) analysis of wave field “patch simulations” shown in Figures 6 and 7 above.   

 

The two parameters hold a unique value in that they are easily estimated for a variety of density function shapes and are 

quite easily estimated from statistical FFT based power spectrums derived from optically sensed gravity wave field 

characteristics. Analysis of the gravity wave patch simulations provide wave height and wavelength based spectrums for 

model calibration and validation to different shallow waters along a changing bathymetric profile. Additional details 

concerning the wave simulation procedures for any spectral wave model has been published by Bostater, et al. 17, 18, 19. 

Excellent additional reviews on water wave simulation techniques and methods have been published in course notes20 and 

imaging and computer science publications 21, 22. 

 

 

α = 2.0
β = 1.5
Hs=0.44

A
B

α = 4
β = 2
Hs= 0.91
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3.2 Operational Mission Planning Considerations 

Application of the methods and techniques during proposed dredging operations involves the following sequence of 

operations:  

Step (1) site selection for staff gauge placements. This coincides with simultaneous selection of transects across a waterway 

and/or area to be dredged. Placement of staff gauges are arranged in order image a 4 to 10 m2 wave patches across transects 

from shallow to deeper waters. The resulting data allows estimation of near field parameters - α and β as a function of 

physical and meteorological conditions - including Hs , £h , hw, wd, ws.  

Step (2) involves the analysis of video sequences, and calibration, testing and validation of the gravity wave spectral model 

coefficients.  

Step (3) of the methodology involves analysis of the wave patch physical and metrological data to be used in step 2 and 

simulation of wave patch gravity wave fields. 

Step (4) includes simulation of the near bottom water velocity fields and calculation of resuspension and settling of fluid 

mud and muck for estimation of pre-dredge fluid mud flux and post dredging fluid mud flux. Reduction of moving materal 

from the measured fluxes (g cm-2 sec-1) are thus possible.  

An image of typical flocs and fluid mud material obtained from the horizontal probes shown in Figure 5 (top) is shown 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Example of the fluid mud obtained from horizontal fluid flux probes shown in figure 5 above during a 12 hour deployment in 

Indian River Lagoon during 2014, for comparison to predicted particle migration from surface and subsurface water wave simulations. 

 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
 

The purpose of this paper has been to report on the development of an approach and acquisition of in-situ measurements 

of surface gravity wave modeling to support monitoring in preparation for dredging activities in shallow waters. The 

techniques are applicable for post dredging monitoring in order to quantify reduction of fluid mud and near bottom muck 

fluxes (g cm-2 sec-1) during and after dredging.  

A new technique to monitor surface gravity waves using video imaging of wave patches with specially designed staff 

gauges for shallow water aquatic environments is described and demonstrated. This new technique allows for inexpensive 

measurement and estimation of peak wave heights (Hs).  

Estimation of specular point distributions for characterizing wave conditions during dredging from airborne imaging 

sensors will provide for estimation of bottom boundary layer velocity modeling and related resuspension and settling of 

the fluid mud and muck.  
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The predicted bottom fluxes can be related to in-situ near bottom flocs and particle flux (g cm-2 s-1) using new probes 

described in this paper. The wave patch measurement techniques and related fluid mud (muck) probes represents new 

techniques that has not been reported before. The video imaging of the novel staff gauge design allows the estimation of 

small gravity waves Ơ (~1cm height) with far greater ease for placement in shallow waters of varying water depth and 

fetch characteristics. The low cost of the optical video imaging techniques allows the analysis of high resolution water 

height levels at many locations simultaneously.  

The low cost staff gauge video analysis techniques and in-situ probes represent new instruments for improving our 

scientific understanding of surface gravity waves, associated spectral energy model developments and bottom particle 

fluxes needed for many engineering and environmental applications.  

The techniques should be of value for use in developing spectral wave models in small shallow water bodies as new 

airborne (AirSWOT) and satellites such as SWOT24 utilize Ka band sensors and interferometry for measuring littoral water 

surface characteristics. 
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